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ABSTRACT 

The existing shock recovery systems can be classified as planar or convergent. 

Both systems are used extensively in the study of materials under high pressure. 

However, a three-dimensional system capable of substantially higher pressure with the 

capability of fiiU sample recovery would add a new dimension to the analysis of materials 

exposed to ultra-high shock pressure. In this thesis, an explosive-based spherical shock-

recovery system was designed, tested, and used to perform a series of three-dimensional 

shock-recovery experiments. 

A system was desired that would generate extremely high pressure in the sample 

while maintaining its structural integrity for post-shock analysis. The system consisted of 

a spherical metallic shell containing a sample of precursor materials at its center. The 

metallic shell was surroimded by a spherical layer of high explosive. Several detonators 

were placed at regular intervals around the outside of the explosive layer. To hold the 

detonators in place during assembly and transport, a spherical brass shell was placed 

aroimd the explosive. The detonators were placed in holes drilled in the brass shell at the 

proper locations. To provide confinement for the explosive, this assembly was placed 

inside a short section of naval gim barrel. The remaining volume of the barrel was filled 

vdth sand to aid confinement. 

Several shock-recovery experiments were performed with the spherical system. 

Five experiments were performed with samples containing mixtures of nanograde nickel 

powder and buckeyballs. Two experiments were performed on solid spheres of steel with 

pearlitic (one inch diameter) and martensitic (1.5 inch diameter) microstructures. 



The post-shock analysis of the samples consisting of a metallic shell surrounding 

precursor materials revealed that it is possible to use this system to syntiiesize materials 

that under normal conditions are difficuh to make. The analysis of the solid spheres 

revealed that, due to shock loading, a hole was formed at the center of each sphere. In 

the pearlitic steel sphere numerous changes were made to the microstructure, some of 

which have not been previously observed. The martensitic sample did not imdergo as 

drastic a change as the pearlitic sample, which by itself is an interesting observation that 

deserves more study. 

According to two-dimensional computer simulations performed with the CTH 

hydocode, this shock-recovery system is capable of producing ultrahigh pressure levels in 

both solid and powder materials. The simulations indicate that the pressure in the one 

inch diameter sphere increases fi*om 50 GPa at the surface of the sphere to about 1 TPa at 

its center, 0.5 inches away. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Explosively generated shock waves have been used for quite some time to bring 

about changes in condensed matter. Following the discovery of diamond in meteorites in 

1878, Sh Charles Parsons devised a crude shock-recovery system for the production of 

diamonds. He placed a carbon source in a hole drilled in a block of steel. He then fired a 

projectile into the hole using a high-powered rifle. ̂  Probably the first modem shock-

recovery experiments involved the compaction of titanium filings with an expendable 

press by LaRocca and Pearson in 1958.^ Another early shock-recovery system was 

designed by Brejcha and McGee.^ This setup used a .38 cahber blank to accelerate a ram 

into a powder sample. 

The pioneering research in shock-compression science was performed by workers 

at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. Their work, using the technology developed in 

nuclear weapons research, led to the creation of a new scientific field."^ Because they had 

the technology needed to explosively load a sample in a precise and reproducible manner, 

they could study materials in a pressure range previously unattainable.^ Much of the 

early work in shock-compression science dealt with the development of high pressure 

equations of state.^'^ Subsequent work can be viewed as an attempt to extend the 

knowledge of material behavior into ever increasing pressure regimes. As early as 1947, 

the behavior of a few materials had been studied at pressures up to 40 or 50 GPa.* Since 

this time, material behavior well into the terapascal range has been studied using shock 

waves created with nuclear explosions. 
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In addition to developing equations of state, considerable research in many 

different areas has been performed using shock waves. The shock-hardening effect on 

metals has been studied in great detail.̂ '*^ Much research has dealt with the shock 

consolidation of metallic and ceramic powders.̂ ' ̂ '^'^^ A great deal of work has gone into 

developing the computer codes used in shock-compression science."*̂ ^̂  Explosive 

welding has been researched extensively.'̂ "' '*°' '^^ One of the most unique effects of 

explosive loading that has been studied is the shock-induced phase transformation. 

Although decades of research have gone into some of these areas, much is still left to 

discover. 



CHAPTER II 

OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this research was to design a shock-recovery system capable of 

producmg pressures much higher than pressures attainable with the shock-recovery 

systems that are currently employed in shock-recovery experiments. In order to 

demonstrate its usefulness, several shock-recovery experiments were then performed 

using the new design. In addition to producing pressures substantially higher than those 

produced with current designs, the system was designed to allow for full recovery of the 

samples. For reasons that will be discussed later, a spherical configuration was chosen. 

As a first step, the CTH hydrocode was used to test various configurations. The 

effect of the number and placement of detonators was studied. The ability to vary the 

pressure encountered by the sample by varjdng the explosive thickness was also 

analyzed. 

After a configuration was found that CTH predicted would maintain the integrity 

of the containment vessel, the components were machined and assembled. The 

experiments were then carried out at the Pantex Plant near Amarillo, Texas and the 

samples recovered for post-shock analysis. 

To demonstrate the usefulness of a spherical shock-recovery system, several 

experiments were performed. Two of these experiments was performed to analyze the 

changes in solid steel spheres due to shock loading at extremely high pressure. 



Another group of experiments was planned to investigate the synthesis of new 

materials by shock loading mixtiires of various powders and buckey balls. Alumina, 

nickel, and molybdenum powders were used. 

A set of experiments was performed to determine the feasibility of placing hard 

coatings on ball bearings using shock loading. The bonding between powder particles as 

well as the bonding between the powder and the ball bearing were studied. 

The spherical shock-recovery system was also used in an attempt to convert buckey balls 

to diamond. Various mixtures of nickel powder and buckey balls were shock loaded. 

The nickel was used as a quenching medium to prevent any diamond formed during 

shock-compression from reverting to graphite. 

Several tests were used in the post-shock analysis. Microhardness tests were 

performed to investigate any changes in material hardness caused by shock loading. Both 

an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope were used to study the 

microstructure of the samples. X-ray diffraction was used to detect any changes in 

crystal stmcture in the samples after shock loading. Chemical analysis was performed 

using X-ray spectral analysis and Raman spectroscopy. 



CHAPTER in 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Shockwaves 

According to Dieter, shock waves can be described as, "very high-amplitude 

sti-ess waves vnth very steep wave fronts that are usually produced by the detonation of 

an explosive charge" (p. 285).^° Shock waves are characterized by an abrapt increase in 

the pressure in the material. ̂ *̂  The pressure reached behind a shock wave usually ranges 

from 150 to 500 kilobars.' In metals, the speed at which the shock wave travels is several 

millimeters per microsecond.^ In most materials, the speed at which a stress wave 

propagates increases with increasing stress. Consequently, if the stress wave initially 

has a broad profile, the high sfress region will overtake the low stress region, creating a 

shock wave traveling at constant speed.̂ ^ This property also allows the stress wave to 

remain a shock wave if it enters the material as a shock wave.^ 

At some point, the material compressed by the shock wave must retum to 

atmospheric pressure. This is accomplished by an expansion or release wave. When the 

pressure is removed from the surface of a material that has been compressed, it begins to 

expand.^ This expansion propagates into the compressed material at the sound speed of 

the material.^ Unlike the compression wave, which tends to steepen, the release wave 

tends to broaden as it ti-avels because of the reduction in pressure.^ 

In order to simplify the modeling of shock wave processes, two important 

assumptions are made. The first of these is knovra as the hydrodynamic approximation. 

In this approximation, the material is assumed to have no resistance to shear. 
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Accordingly, "a fimctional relationship (unspecified) between P, V, and T is assumed to 

be an adequate representation of the metal" (p. 1544).^ The hydrodynamic approximation 

is usually valid for sfress levels above about 100 kilobars because shear sfrengths are 

normally less than 10 kilobars.^ The sfress level at which the material loses its resistance 

to ftirther shear deformation is referred to as the Hugoniot elastic limit of the material.^ 

The other assumption is that only longitudinal plane waves are present in the material.^ 

In this situation, the wavefront defines a plane surface normal to the direction of travel.^ 

No lateral flow is allowed and a state of uniaxial sfrain is created.^' The state of uniaxial 

sfrain is tmly present in the material only for a short period of time.^ Release waves 

reflecting from the material surfaces create lateral flow in the material, destroying the 

state of uniaxial strain.^ 

To describe a shock wave mathematically, conservation of mass, conservation of 

momentum, and conservation of energy are used.^ These equations, commonly referred 

to as the Rankine-Hugoniot relationships, relate the specific volume, V, sfress, P, material 

speed. Up, shock speed. Us, and the specific internal energy, E. Because of the 

discontinuous change in properties across the wave front, these equations are sometimes 

referred to as "jump conditions".^^ In these equations, the 0 subscript will be used to 

refer to values ahead of the shock front.^^ Using an area. A, and a time, Dt, applying 

conservation of mass gives 

(1/V,)U,D,A=(1/V){U,-U^)D,A. (3.1) 

The first term is the mass intercepted by tiie wavefront while the second term is the mass 

behind the wavefront.^ 



This equation can be reduced to^ 

{lfV,)u^=(VV)(u,-Uj. (3.2) 

Applying conservation of momentum across the wavefront gives^ 

{P-PMD,={yv)U,D,AU^. (3.3) 

The term on the left is an unpulse and the term on the right is the change in 

momentum.^ Canceling terms gives^ 

P-Po={l/K)U,U^. (3.4) 

The term (l/Vo)Us is known as the shock impedance of the undisturbed material.^ 

Conservation of energy gives^ 

P AU^D, = (1 /2)(1 /V,)U,D, AUl+{l/V,)U^ D,A{E-E,). (3.5) 

The first term on the right gives the change in kinetic energy while the second term on 

the right gives the change in internal energy.' This equation can be reduced to' 

PU^ ={l/2){\/V,)U,Ul+{l/V,)uAE-E,). (3.6) 

The three conservation equations contain five variables. Any pan of these variables, 

along with a given initial condition, defines a point on the shock wave loci.^ This locus 

of points is referred to as the material's Hugomot. Although the Hugoniot can be shown 

in any plane, the P-V plane is probably the most useful. It should be noted that the P-V 

Hugoniot is not the path followed during compression, but is the locus of all possible end 

states that can be achieved behind a single shock wave passing through a material at a 

given initial state.^^ The path followed by a material under shock compression is called 

the Rayleigh line.^^ The Rayleigh line is represented in the P-V plane by a chord 



connecting the material's initial state to its fmal state.^^ A typical Hugoniot and Rayleigh 

line are shown in Figure 3.1. 

t 
in. 

CL, 

FINAL POINT 

RAYLEIGH LINE 

HUGONIOT 

VOLUME 
INITIAL POINT 

Figure 3.1. A typical Hugoniot and Raleigh line. 

In order to define a material state in terms of one variable, one more equation is 

needed. This constitutive relationship, or equation of state, depends on the properties of 

the material through which the shock wave is propagating. Usually this equation is given 

as an empirical relationship between the shock speed and material speed: Us = Co -t-

SoUp.̂ ^ Co and So are characteristics of the material.^ Co is the soimd wave speed of the 

material and the constant So can be approximated as So = (T + l)/2 for many metals,' Y is 

the Gruneisen parameter, represented by the equation F = Co p/Cp. p is the volume 

thermal expansivity and and Cp is he specific heat at constant pressure . 
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3.2 Hydrocodes 

Computer modeling is used extensively in the study of materials under shock 

loading. Computer simulations are useful in optimizing the parameters in a shock 

loading experiment. Accounting for changes in the experiment, such as material 

thickness, impact conditions, or material properties, only requires changes to the problem 

input file. These changes can be made in a relatively short time, whereas changes in the 

experimental setup can require a considerable amount of time. Simulations can also be 

used to analyze material response in temperature and pressure ranges beyond what can be 

accomplished experimentally.'*^ 

The codes used to model shock loading problems do have then limitations. One 

of their shortcomings is that currently accurate material response models have been 

developed for only a fraction of the materials and loading regimes of interest in shock-

compression research."^^ Also, the computing speed and memory requirements of these 

codes can tax even the latest supercomputers."*^ 

Hydrocodes are based on the conservation equations mentioned previously as well 

as a model for the equation of state. Discrete versions of the conservation equations in 

the following form are used."*̂  Using the notation of McGlaim and Yarrington, 

conservation of mass, conservation of momentum, and conservation of energy have the 

form:"^ 

dt 

d -^\y(,)PvdV = ],y^,^pv{u-v)-dS + <\,y^,)Cr-dS+\y^,^pgdV, (3.8) 
dt 



^im(pe^\v^y = j,y,,p[e^\v^yu-v).dS^ ^^^^ 

\v(,){'^-{cr-v)+pg-v + h)dV. 

The follovdng equation is also valid .46 

^^(O^^aKto"-^"^- (3.10) 

In these equations, p is the mass per unit volume, v is the material velocity, a is the stress 

tensor, g is the acceleration of gravity, e is tiie internal energy per unit mass, and h is the 

energy flux. V(t) denotes a volume of space moving with velocity u."*̂  The notation 

d (T) . 
—-— is used to denote the time derivative of v|/ associated with a velocity, u, and the 

notation jsv(t)^u-dS is used to denote the integral of \\f flux through the surface of 

V(t).^' 

Different types of meshes are used in different hydrocodes. In Lagrangian codes, 

the mesh is moved with the material."*^ With Eulerian codes, the mesh is fixed in space 

and the material moves through it."*̂  The Arbifrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian, or ALE code 

uses both types of mesh in modeling the problem."*^ Depending on the problem, some 

parts of the mesh are modeled as Lagrangian and other parts are modeled as Eulerian.'*^ 

The variables may be located at the center, face, edge, or node of the individual elements 

in the mesh."*̂  Generally, all variables except velocity are placed at the center of the 

element."*^ Typically, the velocity is placed on the element face, or node."*̂  In many 

codes, a staggered mesh is used for the momentum balance equation.'*^ The staggered 

mesh is created such that the mass of the staggered element will contain the total of one 
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quarter of the mass in the elements adjacent to the node."*̂  hi the staggered element, the 

velocity will be at its center.^^ 

Three different methods are used in hydrocodes to discretize the governing 

equations. One of these methods is the finite difference method. This method is based 

on the definition of a derivative:^^ 

du _ lim u{x + Ax) - u{x) 
(3.11) 

dx x—>0 Ax 

By performing a Taylor series expansion of the term u(x + Ax) around a point x, we 

obtain the following expression:^^ 

u{x + Ax) = u{x)+Axu^{x)+ u^{x)+--- . (3.12) 

By subfracting u(x) from both sides of this equation and placing the resulting expression 

into equation (3.11) the following expression is obtained:^ 

^^^^^i^=^=^ = ",W+f.„W+... = ».W.O(Ax). (3.13) 
Ax 2 

The term 0(Ax) is the truncation error and in this case it goes to zero as Ax goes to zero, 

making this scheme first order accurate. By defining N discrete mesh points, 

Xi, i = 1,..., N, the function u(x) can be dicretized by considering values at u(xi). By 

setting the mesh points at equal spacing. Ax, we can define Xi = iAx and refer to point Xi 

as point i.̂ ^ This allows the expression for Ux evaluated at point i to be written as one of 

the foUovdng expressions:^^ 

( " J . = ^ ^ ^ + 0(Ax), (3.14) 
Ax 
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M=^^^ + 0{Ax), (3.15) 
Ax 

( « J . = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ + 0(AX^). (3.16) 

These expressions are referred to respectively as the forward difference approximation, 

the backward difference approximation, and the cenfral difference approximation.^^ Note 

that the central difference approximation is second order accurate because the truncation 

error goes to zero as Ax^ goes to zero. 

Another approach is the finite element method. The first step when using this 

method is to divide the space over which the problem is to be solved into elements.^^ A 

certain number of nodes are placed in the mesh and associated with each element. The 

nodes may be placed Mdthin the elements or on the boundaries between elements. To 

illusfrate the finite element method a one-dimensional mesh will be used. This mesh is 

shovm in Figure 3.2. Two elements, labeled 1 and 2, are placed on the x axis. These 

elements are boimded by nodes i-1, i, and i-f-1. The approximate solution to u(x) is 

defined as ix(x) = Sj UiNi(x).̂ ^ The functions Ni(x) are known as basis functions or 

interpolation fimctions.^^ In the simple example presented here, linear interpolation 

fimctions will be used although more complicated fimctions are often employed. 

Referring to Figure 3.2, the interpolation fiinction for element 1 at node i is 

(x-x ) j^(i) _ V Mi 53 jj^g interpolation function for element 1 at node i-1 is 
Ax, 
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( x - x ) 
^M = ~-T— -̂ ^ The mterpolation fimctions for element 2 at nodes i and i+1 are, 

Ax 

respectively, iV,('> = & ± i _ ^ g^d iV '̂/ = 1 ^ 3 i . 5 3 
^M Ax,., 

element number 
- > X 

node number i -1 i i + i 

Figure 3.2. One-dimensional mesh showing nodes and elements. 

The approximate function for u(x) on element 1 can now be defined as 

u{x) = u^_iNfX(x) + UjNf^(x). Substituting the definitions for the interpolation 

fimctions, this equation becomes 

»(x) = M,_i+ '"' . (M,-M, , I ) X , _ I < X < X , . (3.17) 
Ax, 

The approximate function for u(x) on element 2 is 

u(x)= «, + ^ ( " M - " . ) X, <X<x,, , . (3.18) 

The derivative of u is represented by the equation^^ 

^ = 2 " . ^ (3.19) 
dx i ox 
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At node i within element 1 this equation becomes^^ 

^^ .^ ( ' ) 

ydXj 

At node i within element 2 the derivative is^^ 

u —u , 
' ' - ' . (3.20) 
Ax, 

k),= ^du^''' U , —u 
'^' ' . (3.21) 

\dxJi Ax,̂ , 

As these two equations demonsfrate, the derivative is not continuous at the boundary 

between elements. To solve this problem, the derivative (ux)i is usually taken to be the 

average of the two solutions.'^ 

The last scheme commonly used to discretize a hydrocode problem is the finite 

volume method. This method starts with the integral conservation laws applied to a 

CT 

discrete volume: 

d_ 

dt 
^UdQ + (^-dS= ^QdQ. (3.22) 

In this equation, U is a scalar quantity, F is a flux term, and Q is a volume source. 

Equation (3.22) is replaced with its discrete form: 

^{UQ)+'£{F-S)=QQ. (3.23) 
^^ sides 

It should be noted that for hydrocode problems, the source term on the right hand side of 

equation (3.23) is zero. Several methods have been developed to approximate the 

volume, cell face areas, and fluxes for a particular volume." One of these methods is the 

Godunov approach. ̂ "̂  In order to illusfrate this method, it will be appUed to a simple 

14 
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linear convection equation .54 

du du ^ 
^ + « - = 0. (3.24) 

The first step is to detemune the mesh averages, Ui^^y2) > from the initial value 

distiibution, u(t* ,̂x), with the foUovraig equation:^^ 

^iMMi) = — t' u{t\x)dx. (3.25) 

Ax ' 

The second step is to replace the original initial value distribution, u(t°, x), with a 

piecewise constant fiinction:^^ 
"(^",^)=M„(,/2), X, <x<x, , , . (3.26) 

The thfrd step is to use the approximate initial values found with equation (3.26) to 

integrate equation (3.24) through one time step.̂ ^ The fourth step is to use the new 

distribution as the initial distribution in step one.̂ ^ 

Two methods are commonly used to advance the problem from time t" to 

time t"+^^^ The first scheme is the central difference method. This expUcit second order 

accurate method has the following form:̂ ^ 

vn+l/2 

rn+1 jT" 

r=f"+\^ dt) 
At"''''+oi[At'''"'j). (3.27) 

If the fimction f is the displacement, x, then equation (3.27) becomes^^ 

x""'=x"+M""' ' 'Ar""' . (3.28) 

This equation demonsfrates that the velocity must be staggered in time with respect to the 

displacement. If equation (3.27) is used to represent the velocity, u, it becomes^^ 

„«+i/2 ^y»-i/2 +^«^^« =u"-"^+(F"/M)At". (3.29) 
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The other scheme frequently used is the Runge-Kutta method. With this method 

the problem is advanced from time f to time t"̂ ^̂ ^ using the forward Euler method.^^ 

This half time step is used to calculate the derivative which is then used to advance the 

problem to time t"̂ ^^^ The equations used have the following form:'* 

, n + l / 2 

/"""=/"+|[fjA/, /-=.r+[^|J A.. (3.30) 

The maximum time step is controlled by the Courant condition. This condition 

limits the Courant number, a, to a value less than one.'^ The Courant number is defined 

by the following equation:'^ 

aA/ 
<y = - - - (3.31) 

Ax 

The physical meaning of this expression is that a disturbance traveling with a certain 

speed, a, cannot cross the element width, Ax, in less than one time step. At. 

CTH is a good example of a modem hydrocode. This code employs a two-step 

Eulerian solution.'*^ During the first step, which is Lagrangian in nature, the cells distort 

to follow the material motion."^ A remesh step is then used to map the distorted cells 

back to the Eulerian mesh."*̂  This method is based on a second order accurate scheme 

developed by Van Leer."*̂ ' '^ CTH provides the choice of both tabular and analytic 

equations of state."*̂  Keeping track of material interfaces is especially problematic with 

Eulerian codes. To handle this problem, CTH employs,"... a high-resolution interface 

fracker that prevents breakup and distortion of material interfaces" (p. 351)."^ Modeling 

the thermodynamics in elements that contain more than one material is particularly 

complicated. To do this, CTH provides the user with the choice of three different 
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models. The first model assigns all materials the same temperature and pressure."*^ The 

second model assigns each material the same pressure but allows them to have different 

44 
temperatures. The third model allows tiie materials to have different temperatures and 

44 

pressures. 

3.3 Shock-Recovery Systems 

To perform a shock-recovery experiment, a system must be designed in which the 

sample can be subjected to a planar shock wave and then recovered for post-shock 

analysis. Three configurations are conceivable that can carry out this ftinction. The first 

of these is a one-dimensional geometry in which the explosive is used to produce a planar 

shock wave in the sample. ' The shock wave is produced in one of two ways. The 

explosive can be placed in direct contact with the sample holder or it can be used to 

accelerate a flyer plate, which is then allowed to impact the sample holder.^' * In order to 

generate a planar shock wave, the detonation front in the explosive must be planar. 

Therefore, a plane wave generator is used to detonate the explosive. ' A plane wave 

generator consists of a conical section of explosive surroimded by a thin layer of another 

explosive wdth a higher detonation velocity.^' The detonator is placed at the apex of the 

cone. The detonation velocities of the two explosives are used to determine the angle of 

the cone. With this geometry, the detonation front reaches all points on the base of the 

cone simultaneously. 

The second geometry is a cylindrical configuration in which the sample and 

sample holder are placed at the center ofa cylindrical block of explosive. ' ' The 

explosive is detonated at one end of the cylinder. As the detonation front proceeds down 
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the length of the cylinder, a shock wave is created in the sample which travels radially 

inward.^''^' 

The third geometry is a spherical configuration in which a spherical sample is 

surrounded with a shell of explosive. In order to create a symmetiical shock wave, 

detonators are placed at regular intervals around the outer surface of the explosive. 

Apparently, the only published research with a geometry of this type has been done by 

Koslov and co-workers in Russia.'*"*^ They used a spherical design to shock load metal 

spheres. In then system, the metal spheres were encased in a thin layer of explosive 

which was then placed inside a heavy steel shell. A few patents have been issued 

concerning this geometry.*̂ "*"* The difficulty in creating simultaneous detonation points 

at the surface is reflected in the fact that two of these patents deal with methods of 

detonating the explosive simultaneously at several points v îth optical devices.*^' ^ 

Probably the greatest advantage ofa spherical geometry is the very high pressure that can 

be created. As the shock front progresses radially inward, the energy converges on a 

decreasing area, thus increasing the magnitude of the sfress wave. 

3.4 Shock-Recovery Research 

Shock-recovery systems have been used for research in several different areas. 

One of these areas is the consoHdation of rapidly solidified powders. These powders are 

formed when a liquid metal is cooled at a rate in excess of 10'* K/s.̂ * Because of their 

microstmcture, these materials have superior properties.*' In addition to dramatic 

increases in sfrength and toughness, significant changes in physical properties have also 

been found in nanocrystalline solids, compared to the properties observed in 
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conventionally produced courser-grained solids of the same material.*' Because these 

materials are unstable against grain growth at high temperatures, they are unsuitable for 

high temperahire applications.*' This also makes it difficuh to consolidate rapidly 

soUdified powders without desfroying their unique properties. The consolidation 

methods presently being used in industry include hot extrusion, hot isostatic pressing, 

vacuum or inert atmosphere pressing or sintering, and powder forging.^* Because these 

methods require holding the material at elevated temperature for extended periods of 

time, they can desfroy the properties created by the rapid solidification process.^* Unlike 

these methods, dynamic or shock wave consolidation creates elevated temperatures only 

where they are needed for metallurgical bonding: at the particle surfaces.^' 

Another area being studied is the changes in microstmcture created by shock 

loading. Probably the most drastic change in microstmcture is the shock-induced phase 

fransition of polymorphic materials. The first phase change due to shock compression 

was observed in iron by Bankroft and co-workers. They explained a discontinuity in 

the Hugoniot of fron at 130 kbar with an a to y fransformation.'*' Phase changes in many 

other materials, such as bismuth, antimony, germanium, carbon, and iron alloys, have 

been observed since that time.*'*' ̂ '' "*' One of the more interesting of these phase changes 

is the fransition of carbon from Ceo to diamond. Recently, Epanchintsev and co-workers 

were able to produce diamond using a steel flyer plate to impact a copper sample 

holder."** The samples consisted of a mixture of copper powder and Ceo powder."** The 

copper was used as a quenching medium to prevent diamond from undergoing a phase 

fransition to graphite.^* The shock-induced phase changes observed in various types of 

steel are of particular interest to engineers and metallurgists. When 304 stainless steel is 
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deformed, it undergoes a phase change from fee austenite to bcc martensite.*^ It should 

not be surprising that shock loading induces the same phase fransition.*' The hep e phase 

can also be created by shock loadmg.*^ A study done by Kestenbach and Meyers 

revealed that the initial grain size of the sample plays an important role in the amount of 

a and 8 martensite formed by shock loading metastable austenitic stainless steel. *̂  Then 

work showed that decreasing the grain size increased the amount of s and a produced. 

The violent action of the passing shock wave in a material creates a higher 

concenfration of defects, vacancies, dislocations, and twins, which leads to a decrease in 

coherent domain sizes of crystals and causes an increase in microstrains in the crystal 

lattice." One of the more interesting effects on metals and alloys by shock loading is 

mechanical twdnning. Twinning is produced when one part of the crystal stmcture is 

deformed in such a manner as to create a mirror image ofan adjacent part.** Tvraining is 

usually revealed under the microscope by the presence of Neumarm bands.** Shock 

loading can produce twinning in metals such as nickel and molybdenum that do not 

usually twin when deformed by other methods.*' Twinning is, "... the principal 

microstractural feature of iron or mild steel subjected to a shock wave less than 130 

kilobars" (p. 313).*° This is to be expected because of the short time reqmred (about 

3X10 ' ' sec. in alpha iron) for the process to occur.*'' A study performed on samples of 

304 stainless steel showed that steel with a larger grain size exhibited more twinning after 
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shock loading than steel with a smaller gram size. 

The changes in microstmcture created by shock loading greatly increase the 

hardness of metals. The shock hardening generally increases with increasing pressure.*' 

However, at very high pressures, the hardness may be reduced due to annealing caused 
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by residual heat.*' Although increasing the shock pulse duration can increase the volume 

fraction of twins, it does not greatly affect the residual hardness.*' Raybould has 

performed a study of the hardness of shock-compacted stainless steel.^' He found that 

material in the compact that had melted and tiien sohdified was softer than material tiiat 

had only been deformed. However, the hardness of the melted zone was still 

significantly higher than as-cast or aimealed stainless steel.^' A key advantage of shock 

hardening is that, unlike other forms of sfrain hardening, it only introduces slight 

distortion in the workpiece.' Shock-hardened Hadfield steel, an austenitic manganese 

steel, is being used commercially.' This material is used in parts that are, "subject to 

severe abrasion and impact such as railroad switch frogs, rock crasher jaws, grinding 

mills, and power shovel buckets" (p. 143).' The shock-hardened steel with the same 

tensile sfrength as the cold-rolled steel demonsfrated a comparable yield sfrength and 

about twice the ductihty.' 

Another application of shock compaction that has received little attention is the 

production of wear-resistant coatings from powders. Because of then wear-resistant 

properties, materials such as alumina and tungsten carbide are good candidates for this 

type of research.**' *' Although hard coatings can be created by chemical vapor 

. deposition, the thirmess of the coatings limits their usefulness.*' Recently, K H S K A and 

co-workers demonstrated that shock compaction can be used to produce coatings from 

mixtures of tungsten carbide and cobalt and mixtures of tungsten carbide and titamum. 

These coatings demonsfrated good wear resistance. 

Much of the shock consolidation research that has been performed involved 

investigating the bonding processes in metallic and ceramic powders. Bonding occurs in 
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a shock-consolidated powder when fiiction between powder particles heats the surface 

and disrapts oxide layers. ' Another welding mechanism occurs when a jet of molten 

material is created during the collision of two particles. The ejected material then 

impacts other particles and solidifies, forming a weld.̂ '̂"*̂  Another bonding mechanism 

is the mechanical interlocking of particles resulting from extensive plastic 

deformation. '̂̂ ' "̂  It is interesting to note that well bonded powder compacts have even 

been made from such super hard materials as diamond and boron nitride. ' ' 
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CHAPTER IV 

SHOCK-RECOVERY SYSTEM 

In order to analyze the characteristics of materials exposed to very high shock 

pressures, a spherical shock-recovery system was designed and tested. The design was 

composed ofa spherical sample surrounded by a spherical layer of explosive. Fourteen 

detonators, placed at regular intervals, were used to detonate the explosive. In order to 

hold the detonators in place, the explosive was encased inside two hemispherical shells 

made of brass. These brass shells had holes drilled in them at 60 degree angles to hold 

the detonators. The components of the shock-recovery system can be seen in Figure 4.1. 

Two assembled shock-recovery systems are displayed in Figure 4.2. When the brass 

shells were placed together around the explosive, they were oriented such that one shell 

was rotated 90 degrees with respect to the other one. This allowed an almost symmetric 

detonation pattern to be created. Brass was chosen for the shells because of its excellent 

machinability. After the detonators were put into position, the assembly was placed 

inside a short section ofa naval gun barrel. The remaining volume of the gun barrel was 

then packed with sand. Several heavy steel plates were placed over the top of the barrel 

and, as a final step, sand bags were placed around and over the gun barrel. 

As previously mentioned, fourteen detonators placed in an almost symmetrical 

arrangement were used to initiate the explosive. Several detonators were requfred to 

minimize the angular dependence of the magnitude of tiie shock wave in the sample. 

Ideally, the shock wave generated in the sample would be a radially converging planar 

wave with no angular dependence on pressure. The only way this could be accomphshed 
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Figure 4.1. Components of the shock-recovery system (photo provided 
by Kurtis Kuhrts, Mason and Hanger, Pantex Plant). 

Figure 4.2. Assembled shock-recovery systems (photo provided 
by Kurtis Kuhrts, Mason and Hanger, Pantex Plant). 
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would be to simultaneously detonate the entire outer surface of the explosive. The more 

detonators that are used, the better this situation is approximated. However, even with 

several detonators, there is still a sfrong angular dependence of pressure in the shock 

wave. When the detonation fronts from two detonators meet, the shock waves interact 

constmctively to form a line of very high pressure. This phenomena resulted in grooves 

being cut on the surface of the samples where these lines of high pressure contacted them. 

Figure 4.3 demonsfrates this effect. 

Figure 4.3. Explosively cut grooves on the surface ofa sample. 
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hi order to recover the samples intact, it was necessary to confine the explosive 

gases as much as possible. This confinement was provided by the sand and naval gim 

barrel used in tiie setup. One of the first shock-recovery experunents was performed 

v^thout any explosive confinement. The sample was desfroyed. Hydrocode sunulations 

with CTH also indicated that explosive confinement was necessary for sample recovery. 

When the compression wave enters the spherical sample, it converges to the center of the 

sample. Because the center of the sample acts as a rigid point, the compression wave is 

then reflected back to the surface as a compression wave. Upon reaching the surface of 

the spherical sample, the wave is reflected back into the sample as a tension or release 

wave. This release wave initiates an outward expansion of the sample. If the resulting 

tensile sfresses are sfrong enough, the sample will be fragmented. In a system where the 

tensile sfresses created exceed the flow sfress of the sample, something must be done to 

stop the outward expansion. If the detonation products from the explosive can be 

confined long enough, these high pressure gases can provide the force requfred to retard 

the outward expansion of the shock loaded sample. The detonation products act on the 

surface of the sample in much the same way the gas in a shock absorber acts on the piston 

to slow its velocity. 

The most important advantage the spherical geometry has over other systems is 

the high pressure it can generate. After the outer surface of the explosive shell is 

detonated, the detonation fronts converge and fravel inward wdth increasing pressure. 

After the shock front reaches the surface of the sample, it continues inward until it 

reaches the center. As the energy in the shock front converges on a shrinking area both 

the pressure and temperature created by the passing wave increase dramatically. This 
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allows the temperature and pressure near the center of the sample to be considerably 

higher than that which can be generated with other conventional shock-recovery systems. 

Although the spherical shock-recovery system used in this research is somewhat 

similar to the design used by Koslov and co-workers, there are several key 

differences. " In then design, explosive confinement is provided by a heavy spherical 

steel shell. This shell is undoubtedly destroyed with each experiment. Large spherical 

surfaces are difficult and expensive to produce and welding the thick pieces together is 

also difficult. The sand and gun barrel used in the design described here is reusable, 

making the execution of multiple experiments cheaper and faster. The explosive layer 

apparently used in their design differed by being made from a less energetic explosive.** 

Because of this, the pressure then design is capable of producing is significantly less than 

the pressure the design described here can produce. 
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CHAPTER V 

SHOCK-RECOVERY EXPERIMENTS 

A series of shock-recovery experiments were performed using the spherical 

shock-recovery system. The purpose of these experiments was to take advantage of the 

very high pressure the spherical geometry is capable of producing. The changes in the 

material properties of steel spheres caused by exfreme shock pressure were investigated. 

A series of experiments were performed in an attempt to convert buckeyballs to diamond. 

The effect of shock loading at very high pressure on various powder combinations was 

also investigated. 

5.1 Shock Loaded Solid Steel Spheres 

The ffrst shock-recovery experiment involved the shock loading ofa one inch 

diameter steel sphere. In preparation for this experiment, two spheres were annealed. 

One sphere was kept as a reference while the other sphere was shock loaded. The sphere 

to be shock loaded was placed inside a 1.6 centimeter thick spherical layer of PBX-9501. 

Two 1.9 centimeter thick hemispherical brass shells were then placed aroimd the 

explosive to hold the detonators in place. After this assembly was placed inside a section 

of naval gun barrel and packed with sand, the explosive was detonated. 

After the shock-loaded sphere was recovered, the two spheres were prepared for 

analysis. A precision saw was used to cut both spheres in half The flat surfaces were 

then polished and chemically etched for approximately 15 seconds in 2 percent nital 

solution. The cross section of the shock loaded sphere is displayed in Figure 5.1. The 
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most notable feature seen here is the large hole at tiie center of the sphere. Although not 

clearly visible in this figure, there are also smaller voids and cracks radiating outward 

from the hole. These features were undoubtedly created by the strong tensile waves 

fraveling through the sphere during shock loading. Another interesting observation was 

that after the samples were polished and etched, the reference samples remained in good 

condition. However, the shocked samples began to oxidize within a few hours of 

etching. A close visual inspection of the polished surface revealed three morphologically 

distinct regions. One region is a circle in the vicmity of the hole. Another region is 

comprised of six triangular areas. One tip of each triangle intersects the surface of the 

Figure 5.1. Cross section of the one inch diameter shock loaded sphere. 
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sphere. These points correspond to the location of the grooves cut on the surface of the 

sphere by the explosive. The remaining region is made up of the areas outside the 

circular region and between the triangular areas under the explosively cut grooves. The 

observed difference in morphology is due to slip and twinning in the outer part of the 

sphere and melting of the material near the center of the sphere. Figure 5.2 shows the 

different regions. The hole is not visible in this figure because the cross section displayed 

m this sample is offset from the center of the sphere. 

Figure 5.2. Three morphologically distinct regions in the one inch diameter sphere. 

Several micrographs were made at various locations on tiie samples. Figure 5.3 

shows the grain stmcture exhibited by the reference material. The material is 

characterized by large equi-axed grains. Two series of micrographs of tiie shock-loaded 

sample were made. One series of micrographs was made moving radially inward from 
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the tip of one of the triangles to the center of the sample. The other series was made 

moving radially inward from a point between the tips of two triangles to the center of the 

sample. Figure 5.4 shows the micrographs taken inside one of the triangular regions. 

Figure 5.5 shows the micrographs taken in an area between two of the triangular regions. 

The top micrographs in both of these figures are near the surface of the sphere while the 

bottom micrographs are near the center of the sphere. The left side of each micrograph is 

closer to the surface than the right side. Figure 5.4 demonstrates that dfrectly under the 

explosively cut grooves, the microstracture is highly distorted. The microstmcture then 

fransitions into a region of less distortion. Figure 5.5 indicates that between the triangular 

regions, the microstmcture exhibits intense twinning near the surface. The 

microstmcture then transitions into a region where the original grains are highly 

distorted. As the bottom two micrographs in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show, there is an 

abmpt change in microstmcture near the center of the sphere. This area corresponds to 

Figure 5.3. Microstmcture of the reference sphere (500X). 
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Figure 5.4. Microstmcture inside a triangular area (500X). 
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Figure 5.5. Microstmcture between two triangular areas (500X). 
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tile circular region at the center of the sphere observed in Figure 5.2. In this region, the 

microstmcture is characterized by a grain size that is much smaller than that observed in 

the reference material. A dendritic stmcture is clearly evident at the center of the circular 

region. The dendritic stmcture can only be formed by melting followed by rapid 

solidification. The microstracture in the vicinity of the hole is shown in Figure 5.6. 

Although the grain boundaries are not distinct at this magnification, there is some 

evidence of dendrite formation in this region. The fast cooling rate required for rapid 

solidification was provided by the expansion of the material when the release wave 

arrived in this region. 

M 
Figure 5.6. Microstmcture near the edge of the hole (500X). 

Another mteresting observation was that the shock loading process created 

altematmg bands of pearlite and ferrite in the material. This stixicture is similar to resuhs 

reported by Litvinov and co-workers."' *° Figures 5.7 tiirough 5.12 show tiie altematmg 
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Figure 5.7. Area at the tip of a triangular region(100X). 

Figure 5.8. Area below that shown in Figure 5.7 (lOOX). 
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Figure 5.9. Area below that shown in Figure 5.8 (100 X). 

Figure 5.10. Area below that shown in Figure 5.9 (lOOX). 
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Figure 5.11. Area below that shown in Figure 5.10 (lOOX). 

Figure 5.12. Area below that shown in Figure 5.11 (lOOX). 
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bands as a fimction of radius, starting at the tip of one of the triangular areas in the 

shocked sample. Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 are inside a triangular area, while Figures 5.10, 

5.11 and 5.12 are inside the circular region shown in Figure 5.2. As Figures 5.8 and 5.9 

demonsfrate, inside the triangular regions the bands of pearlite are parallel to the surface 

of the sphere. This is different from the results reported by Kheifets and co-workers 

when a 5 millimeter thick layer of explosive was used. In their experiment, the 

alternating bands of material were oriented radially throughout the sample." In the 

experiments performed by Litvinov and co-workers when a 10 millimeter thick layer of 

explosive was used, the pearlite stretched in the direction of material flow.*'' This is quit 

similar to the results found in this research effort. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show that inside 

the cfrcular region, the bands of pearlite are oriented along the dfrection of fravel of the 

converging shock waves. Figure 5.12 reveals that, near the center of the sphere where 

melting occurs, the band stmcture is not evident. 

The microstmcture of the shock loaded material was also analyzed using scanning 

elecfron microscopy. Imaging was done using a JEOL-IOOCX analytical elecfron 

microscope operating in the SEM mode. Several images were made of areas in and near 

the edge of the hole. 

Figure 5.13 demonsfrates the damage to the material caused by the passing shock 

wave. The tensile sfresses created voids ui the material which then grew. When tiiese 

voids met, they formed cracks in tiie material as tiiis figure shows. If tiie tensile sfresses 

in the material had been high enough, tiie cracks would have created a spall plane, 

causing the material to fail. Figure 5.14 is a photograph of an area near tiie edge of tiie 

hole. Although gram boundaries are evident m tiie lower portion of tiiis image, there are 
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no clearly defined grain boundaries in the upper portion. Figure 5.15 is a photograph ofa 

region near the center of the area viewed in Figure 5.14 at higher magnification. The 

material in the lower half of this figure exhibits a relatively smooth texture while the 

material in the upper half of the figure has a rough texture. A magnified view of the area 

near the upper part of Figure 5.15 is shown in Figure 5.16. Figure 5.16 clearly shows that 

the material in this area contains submicron porosity. This unusual microstmcture could 

only be formed by the material melting, vaporizing, and then solidifying at a very rapid 

rate. Because of the rapid rate of solidification, it is likely that the steel in this region 

never crystallized, forming an amorphous solid. It is unfortunate that the area containing 

this microstracture is to small to facilitate fiirther analysis. Steel solidified in this maimer 

undoubtedly exhibits highly unusual material properties. 

Figure 5.13. Voids and cracks created by shock loading. 
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Figure 5.14. SEM image ofan area near the edge of the hole. 
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Figure 5.15. Center of the previous figure at higher magnification. 
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Figure 5.16. Magnified view ofan area near the top of the previous figure. 

Figure 5.17 shows an area inside the hole at the center of the sphere. It is evident 

from the texture of the material that it melted during the shock loading process. The 

cracks seen here were probably formed by thermal stresses in the steel during cooling. 

One of the more interesting features seen in this figure is the lump in the upper right hand 

comer of the image. It appears that the steel formed a solid skin over the liquid material 

beneath it. This skin then split as the material expanded. This behavior is reminiscent of 

that exhibited by molten lava as it solidifies. Figure 5.18 is a view of the area at the 

center of Figure 5.17 at higher magnification. The porous stmcture seen in Figure 5.16 is 

again clearly evident. It should be remembered that no poHshing or etching was 

performed on the surface viewed in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. This proves conclusively that 

the porous stmcture was not created by the etchant. 
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Figure 5.17. View of an area inside the hole. 

Figure 5.18. Magnified view of the center of the previous figure. 
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X-ray diffraction was performed on the samples with a Phillips x-ray 

diffractometer using Cu-Ka radiation and a graphite monochromator. Figure 5.19 is a 

comparison between the reference and shocked samples. Analysis of the results for the 

reference sphere showed peaks at 20 angles of 44.94 degrees and 64.88 degrees. These 

measurements correspond to lattice spacing of 2.0174 A and 1.437 A respectively. 

These measurements are indicative of the a-Fe phase.'* The X-ray diffraction analysis 

of the shocked sample showed 20 peaks at 44.8 degrees and 65.04 degrees. These 

measurements give lattice spacing of 2.023 A and 1.434 A, respectively, indicating the 

a-Fe phase as well. Comparison of the results from the shock-loaded sphere with the 

results from the reference sphere showed no line broadening. This indicates that any 

lattice sfrain created by shock loading was removed by annealing. 
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Figure 5.19. X-ray diffraction results for shocked and reference samples. 
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X-ray specfral analysis was performed on the sample to verify its chemical 

composition. The results are presented in Figure 5.20. The gold signattire indicated m 

tiie analysis resuhs from tiie gold coating placed on the sample. The copper signature 

comes from tiie copper sample holder. No carbon is indicated because X-ray specfral 

analysis caimot detect carbon due to the large amount of carbon contamed in the electron 

microscope. Other than the fron and carbon m the steel, only trace amounts of 

manganese are present. 
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Figure 5.20. X-ray spectral analysis of the steel sample. 

Microhardness tests were performed on both the reference sphere and the shock-

loaded sphere. The reference sphere was found to have an average Vickers hardness of 

139 HV. The results of the microhardness tests on the shock-loaded sphere are presented 

in Figure 5.21. In this graph, r/R is the distance from the center, normalized with respect 

to the reference sphere radius. Each point on the curve is the average of four 
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measurements, taken 90 degrees apart. As can be seen in tiiis figure, the microhardness 

decreases wdth decreasing distance from the center of the sphere. This corresponds to a 

0.5 

r/R 

Figure 5.21. Microhardness of one inch diameter shock loaded sphere. 

decrease in microhardness with increasing pressure. To a point, the hardness ofa 

material subjected to shock loading increases with increasing shock pressure. Beyond 

this point the shock wave heats the material enough for annealing to take place. This 

reduces the hardness of the material. 

In addition to the radial dependence, the microhardness of the shock loaded 

sphere also exhibited an angular dependence. Several measurements of microhardness 

were made near the edge of the hole. These measurements varied from a low of 190 HV 

to a high of 207 HV. Measurements taken 0.2 inches from the center of the sphere 
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ranged from 158 HV to 177 HV. Measurements were also made at several locations 0.3 

inches from the center of tiie hole. These measurements varied from 185 HV to 255 HV. 

The observed angular dependence of microhardness is not surprising because of the 

angular dependence of pressure during shock loading created by the interacting 

detonation fronts. 

In addition to the one inch diameter sphere, a 1.5 inch diameter steel sphere was 

also shock loaded. A 1.6 cm thick layer of explosive was used in this experiment. In 

addition to the larger diameter, another key difference in this experiment was that the 1.5 

inch diameter sphere was not annealed prior to shock loading. Figure 5.22 shows a cross 

Figure 5.22. Cross section of 1.5 inch diameter shock loaded sphere 
(photo provided by Geoff Campbell, LLNL). 
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section of the shock loaded sample. The lower ductility and greater hardness of the mitial 

material in the larger sphere resulted in substantial differences between the material in the 

shocked spheres. As Figure 5.22 demonstrates, the 1.5 inch diameter shock loaded 

sphere underwent extensive shear banding and cracking. The martensitic stmcture 

present in the reference material was maintained in the shock loaded material. 

Several microhardness tests were performed on the 1.5 inch diameter shock 

loaded and reference spheres. The reference material exhibited a Vickers hardness of 

about 725 HV. The results of several microhardness tests performed on the shock loaded 

sample are presented m Figure 5.23. In this figure, r/R is the distance from the center. 

> 
X 

Figure 5.23. Microhardness of 1.5 inch diameter shock loaded sphere. 
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normalized with respect to the radius of the reference sphere. Each point is the average 

of four measurements, taken along two lines, 45 degrees apart. These results indicate that 

like the one inch diameter sphere, the microhardness of the shock loaded material 

generally decreases from the surface of the sphere to its center. However, unlike the one 

inch diameter sphere, the microhardness of the reference material is substantially harder 

than the shock loaded material. This is a result of the 1.5 inch diameter sphere not being 

annealed prior to shock loading. In addition to tiie radial dependence on microhardness, a 

localized variation in microhardness was observed, depending on the proximity of the 

point being measured to shear bands. This is the cause of the local radial fluctuation in 

microhardness observed in Figure 5.23. 

5.2 Nickel-Buckeyball Experiments 

A series of shock-recovery experiments were carried out with various 

combinations of nickel powder and buckeyballs. The purpose of these experiments was 

to synthesize diamond from the buckeyballs. 

In order to create a sample holder for the powder mixtures, a hole with a 0.5 

centuneter diameter was drilled in a steel sphere with a one inch diameter. The hole was 

drilled with a spherical bottom coinciding exactly witii the center of the steel sphere. The 

powder mixture was placed in the hole which was then plugged with a steel boh. After 

the bolt was threaded into place, the end was cut off and ground down to match the 

surface of the sphere. From this point, the assembly followed the same procedure as the 

experiment with the solid one inch diameter steel sphere. 
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Four experiments were performed, each with a different mixttire of buckeyballs 

and nickel powder. Nickel was chosen as a quenchmg medium because of its excellent 

thermal conductivity and its ability to act as a catalyst.'^ hi addition to varying tiie ratio 

of buckeyballs to nickel, the particle size of the nickel powder was varied. Nanograde 

nickel and 200 mesh nickel were used. For two of the experiments, mixtures containing 

50 percent nickel and 50 percent Ceo were used. For tiie other two experiments, mixtures 

containing 80 percent nickel and 20 percent Ceo were used. 

After the samples were shock loaded, they were recovered and prepared for 

analysis. After the steel shell containing tiie sample was cut in half, the carbon sample 

was exfracted from the metal using boiling HCl.'^ A centiifuge was used to separate the 

carbon from the resulting liquid. 

X-ray diffraction and Raman specfroscopy were used to determine whether or not 

any of the samples contained diamond.'^ Unfortunately, the only carbon phase detected 

was graphite. No diamond was detected. 

To determine if the shock loading process was completely hostile to diamond, an 

additional experiment was performed with 0.5 millimeter diamonds in the sample. 

Diamond was detected in this sample, indicating that had the shock loading process 

produced diamonds of this size, they would not be completely desfroyed. It is possible 

that the pressure produced in the sample by shock loading was not high enough to allow 

diamond formation. It is also possible that the quenching provided by the nickel powder 

was insufficient, dlowing any diamond formed to revert to graphite. 

The nickel powder in the samples completely melted, indicating that a tremendous 

amount of heat was produced during shock loading. If the initial density of the compact 
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was not high enough, friction between the powder particles would have contributed 

greatly to heating the sample. It is also possible that the magnitude of the shock wave 

infroduced into the samples was much higher than necessary, thus heating the samples to 

undesfrable levels. The high temperatures would cause any diamond formed to revert to 

graphite. 

Although no diamond was formed, the material resulting from compacting the 

nickel-buckeyball mixture exhibited some unusual characteristics. Metallurgical analysis 

was performed on two of the samples. One of the samples tested contained 50 percent 

nanograde nickel powder and 50 percent buckeyballs. The other sample contained 80 

percent nanograde nickel powder and 20 percent buckeyballs. Sections of the sample 

and containment vessel were used for the metallurgical analysis. A typical section is 

shown in Figure 5.24. As this figure demonstrates, the sample melted and then solidified, 

forming a lining on the inside of the steel containment vessel. 

•-^ 

Figure 5.24. Ni-Ceo sample after shock loading.'^ 
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Several microhardness tests were performed on all the samples. Measurements on 

tiie sample contamuig 50 percent buckeyballs and 50 percent nanograde nickel powder 

ranged from 750 to 889 on tiie Vickers scale.'^ Microhardness measurements on the 

sample containing 20 percent buckeyballs and 80 percent nanograde nickel powder 

ranged from 204 to 329 on the Vickers scale.'^ Measurements of the microhardness of 

tiie sample containing 50 percent buckeyballs and 50 percent 200 mesh nickel powder 

varied from 661 to 878 on tiie Vickers scale.'^ The sample witii 20 percent buckeyballs 

and 80 percent 200 mesh nickel powder exhibited a microhardness that ranged from 312 

to 614 on the Vickers scale.'^ These results indicate that the amount of carbon m the 

sample has a sfrong influence on tiie hardness of the material. One possible explanation 

for the unusual hardness of these samples is the presence of nickel carbide. A recent 

study involving the rapid solidification of solutions of nickel and carbon has 

demonsfrated that nickel carbide can form if the cooling rate is high enough.'"*'" 

In addition to the hardness, the amount of carbon in the sample also greatly 

affects its microstmcture. Figure 5.25 shows the microstmcture of the sample containing 

50 percent buckeyballs. It is possible that the light phase seen in this figure is a solid 

solution of nickel and carbon and the dark phase is nickel carbide. The microstmcture of 

the sample containing 20 percent buckeyballs is presented in Figure 5.26. Comparing 

Figure 5.26 with Figure 5.25 demonsfrates that there is a fremendous difference in 

microstracture depending on carbon content. 
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Figure 5.25. Sample containing 50% nanograde Ni and 50% Ceo (500X). 

Figure 5.26. Sample containing 80% Ni and 20% Ceo (500X). 
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5.3 Tungsten Carbide Compaction Experiment 

An experiment was performed to investigate the interparticle bonding in tungsten 

carbide powder created by shock loading. Another intention of this experiment was to 

investigate the bonding processes between the powder and a steel sphere. The sample, 

steel sphere, and containment vessel used for this experiment can be seen in Figure 5.27. 

The steel containment vessel for this experiment was made in two pieces that, when 

threaded together, formed a shell around the tungsten carbide powder and steel sphere. 

This shell had a 2 inch outer diameter. Figure 5.28 is a drawing of these two 

components. A two millimeter thick layer of tungsten carbide powder was placed in each 

of the two parts of the containment vessel. A steel die and a hydraulic press were used to 

Figure 5.27. Steel sphere, tungsten carbide, and steel containment vessel. 
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Figure 5.28. Components of the steel containment vessel. 
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perform this operation. The one inch diameter steel sphere was then dropped into place 

and the containment vessel was threaded together. The seam between the two pieces of 

the containment vessel was then welded to form a seal. This was done to prevent 

explosive gasses from jetting into the containment vessel during shock loaduig. After the 

containment vessel had been welded the assembly followed the same procedure as tiie 

previous experiments. 

Unfortunately, the sample in this experiment was not fiiUy recovered. Only a few 

fi:agments from the steel containment vessel were recovered. The steel sphere was never 

found. The most likely explanation for the failure of this experiment is inadequate 

explosive confinement. After the explosive was detonated, it was discovered that the 

section of naval gun barrel used to provide explosive confinement had split into several 

pieces. The shock-recovery system used in this experiment had a much larger diameter 

than the shock-recovery systems used in the initial experiments. Because of this the 

volume of explosive used was also much greater than the volume used in the previous 

experiments. This also left a much smaller volume to be filled with sand in the gun 

barrel. The sand played a critical role in attenuating the outgoing shock wave created by 

the explosive. The smaller volume of sand allowed the shock wave felt by the gun barrel 

to have a magnitude larger than it could withstand. 

Even though the sample was not fully recovered, analysis of the steel fragments 

that were recovered provided valuable information. It was evident from the shape of the 

fragments that the containment vessel failed along the grooves that were cut on its surface 

by the explosive. Obviously, the grooves acted as lines for crack initiation and growth. 
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One of the most fascinating observations was that the interface between the 

components of the containment vessel had explosively welded. This is demonsfrated by 

the micrograph presented in Figure 5.29. The wavy line created at the interface between 

the two pieces is a characteristic of explosively formed welds.'*' The fact that the 

surfaces weld could be useful in the design of fiiture containment vessels. If the 

compression wave welds the surfaces together, some parts of the containment vessel that 

would otherwise separate if subjected to tensile sfresses would remain together when 

subjected to the tensile loading produced by the release wave. 

$ 
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Figure 5.29. Explosively formed weld (500X). 

Examination of the surfaces of tiie steel fragments that were origmally in contact 

with the tungsten carbide powder revealed that some of tiie powder particles had bonded 

to the steel. Figure 5.30 is a micrograph of the surface showdng what appear to be 
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ttmgsten carbide particles bonded to the steel surface. Microhardness tests and X-ray 

specfral analysis performed on these areas confirmed that these were tungsten carbide 

particles. Examination of Figure 5.30 demonstrates that the steel imderwent extensive 

plastic deformation, moving into gaps between the particles and conforming to the shape 

of the particle surfaces. Unfortunately, the small number of tungsten carbide particles 

bonded to the steel surface make it impossible to state conclusively whether any 

extensive interparticle bonding took place in the tungsten carbide powder. 
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Figure 5.30. Tungsten carbide bonded to steel surface (lOOX). 

5.4 Additional Powder Compaction Experiments 

A second series of experiments was performed in an attempt to investigate the 

mterparticle bondmg between several different powders and tiie bonding process between 

the powders and a steel sphere. The shock-recovery system used was similar to tiie one 
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described m tiie previous section except for its size. The steel shell was scaled down to 

have an outer diameter of 1.5 mches. The tiiickness of the powder layer was kept at 2 

millimeters and a steel sphere with a 7/16 inch diameter was used. 

Like the previous series of powder compaction experiments, the samples did not 

remain intact after shock loading. Analysis of the pieces recovered indicated that the 

weld in the steel shells had failed, allowing explosive gases to jet into the area between 

the two halves and cut the threads, h is likely tiiat where the grooves cut by the explosive 

crossed the welded areas they cut completely through the weld. Several halves of the 

steel shells remained intact and were recovered for analysis. 

Unfortunately, only a fragment of one of the steel spheres was found. An 

interesting observation was that the fragment was exactly half of the sphere. It is 

believed that the tensile forces acted on the sphere in such a manner as to pull it apart in 

two halves. Like the other spheres that were shock-loaded in this study, a hole was 

created at its center. Figure 5.31 is a micrograph of the area next to the hole. As this 

figure demonsfrates, the steel in the vicinity of the hole melted during shock loading. 

Figure 5.32 is a micrograph of the surface of the sphere. This figure shows that some of 

the alumina powder used in this experiment bonded to the surface of the sphere. It 

appears that the steel melted and flowed into the voids around the powder particles to 

form a bond vsdth them. A few microhardness tests were made across the radius of the 

sphere. Measurements were taken starting at the edge of the hole and moving outward 

toward the surface of the sphere in 0.025 inch increments. The average values for these 

measurements, starting at the edge of the hole, were found to be 303.8,388.5,434.8, 
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427.8, and 361.8 on the Vickers hardness scale. The reference sphere was found to have 

a hardness of 750 on the Vickers hardness scale. 

Figure 5.31. Area next to the hole in the 7/16 inch diameter sphere (200X). 

Figure 5.32. Surface of 7/16 mch diameter sphere (200X). 
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CHAPTER VI 

CTH SIMULATIONS 

CTH was used to simulate the shock-recovery experiments. The hydrocode was 

used as a design tool to predict whether a proposed design would allow the sample to be 

recovered intact. It was also used to obtain a rough estimate of the pressures and 

temperatures generated m the samples during shock loading. Most of tiie simulations 

were performed using a two-dimensional cylindrical mesh. Although three-dimensional 

simulations give better results, they place an enormous demand on computer resources. 

6.1 Initial Problem Description 

For the two-dimensional simulations, a cylindrical mesh with a grid resolution of 

18.75 cells per centimeter was used. This mesh size was determined to offer the best 

compromise between the speed and memory requirements placed on the computer and 

the resolution of features in the problem being simulated. 

Most of the simulations were run for 100 microseconds after the explosive was 

detonated. It was found that after this length of time, all deformation of the samples 

being shock loaded was complete. 

To model the steel used in the experiments, a Mie-Griineisen equation of state for 

304 stainless steel was used. The Mie-Griineisen equation of state was also used to 

model the brass and graphite. For the explosive, the Jones-Wilkens-Lee equation of state 

with the programmed bum option was used. The material constants found in the CTH 
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materials library were used for tiie steel, brass, and explosive. The followmg Mie-

Gruneisen material constants were used for graphite: S = 0.576, GO = 1.5, 

CS = 5.16 X 10', CV = 7 X 10*'', and RO = 2.25. The Steinberg-Guinan-Lund sfrength 

model was used for the steel in these simulations with the material constants for 304 

stamless steel contained in tiie CTH materials library. The Johnson-Cook sfrength model 

for brass was used in these simulations. The material constants found m the CTH 

materials library were used for the brass as well. For the graphite used in these 

simulations, a Von Mises yield criterion was used. A Poisson's ratio of 0.32 and a yield 

sfrength of 3.0 X IO' Pascals were used with this model. 

6.2 Detonator Placement 

In the experiments being simulated, fourteen evenly spaced detonators were used 

to initiate the explosive. Because of the three-dimensional effects created by the 

interacting detonation waves, the problem cannot be exactly modeled in two dimensions. 

For this reason, a series of simulations were performed to find the detonator spacing that 

best approximated the experimental results. 

Simulations were performed with detonation points spaced at 30,45, and 60 

degree intervals. The detonation points were oriented such that two of the points were on 

the axis of symmetry. The other points created rings of detonation in the explosive 

because of the two-dimensional cylindrical geometry of the mesh. 

Figure 6.1 shows the initial configuration for these simulations. A one inch 

diameter steel sphere is surrounded by a 1.6 centimeter thick layer of PBX-9501. A soUd 
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2.14 centuneter thick brass shell was then placed around the explosive. The detonation 

points were placed on the outer surface of the explosive. 

Figure 6.2 shows the configuration of the simulation with detonation points at 30 

degree intervals 100 microseconds after detonation. Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show the 

system with detonation points spaced at 45 degree intervals, and 60 degree intervals 

respectively. By comparing these figures with Figure 5.1, it can be seen that the 

E 

Tirne=0. 

Figure 6.1. Initial configuration for detonator placement analysis. 
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simulation with 45 degree detonator spacing seems to offer the best agreement with the 

experiment. This arrangement predicts the hole formation at the center of the sphere. 

This configuration also indicates that the sphere will remain essentially spherical after 

detonation. Because it offers the best agreement with experiment, the 45 degree 

detonator spacing was used for all subsequent two-dimensional simulations. 
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Figure 6.2. 30 degree detonator spacmg 100 [is after detonation. 
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It should be noted that the number of detonation points used affects the pressure 

and temperature generated in the sample by the explosive. Both the temperature and 

pressure at the center of the steel sphere were recorded during the shock loading process. 

To record these variables, Lagrangian history fracers were used. Lagrangian tracers 

follow the material as it moves through the mesh during the simulation. Figure 6.5 is a 

record of the pressure and temperature for the simulation with detonators spaced at 30 

degree intervals. As this figure shows, the CTH simulation indicates that the shock 

£ 

Time=1.00059x10"* 

Figure 6.3. 45 degree detonator spacing 100 us after detonation. 
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wave reaches a peak pressure of about 1.7 TPa. The temperature reaches a value of about 

7000 degrees Kelvin behind the first shock wave. The results of the simulation with 

detonators placed at 45 degree intervals is shown in Figure 6.6. Here the peak pressure in 

the shock wave is about 1.35 TPa. The temperature reaches a value of about 5000 

degrees Kelvin behind the initial shock wave. The pressure and temperature for the 

simulation with 60 degree detonator spacing is shown in Figure 6.7. As this figure 
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Figure 6.4. 60 degree detonator spacing 100 |j,s after detonation. 
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demonstrates, the pressure in the shock wave reaches a peak value of slightly more than 

1 TPa. The temperature behind the first shock wave is predicted to be about 4000 

degrees Kelvin. As these simulations demonstrate, increasing the number of detonators 

increases the pressure felt by the sample during shock loading. The increase in pressure 

occurs because more of the energy in the explosive is dfrected inward if a larger 

percentage of its outer surface is detonated. 
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Figure 6.5. Pressure and temperature for 30 degree detonator spacing. 
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Figure 6.6. Pressure and temperature for 45 degree detonator spacing. 
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Figure 6.7. Pressure and temperature for 60 degree detonator spacing. 
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6.3 Explosive Confinement 

As described in Chapter FV, without explosive confinement the samples carmot be 

recovered intact. For the CTH simulations, the explosive confinement provided by the 

sand and gun barrel was modeled with a solid brass shell. In order to test the effect of no 

explosive confinement, a simulation was performed without the brass shell. The initial 

configuration for this simulation is shown in Figure 6.8. For this simulation, a one inch 
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Figure 6.8. Initial configuration for simulation witii no explosive confinement. 
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diameter steel sphere was surrounded by a 1.59 centimeter thick layer of PBX-9501. 

Figure 6.9 shows the configuration 20 microseconds after detonation. As this figure 

demonstrates, without proper confinement the sample is destroyed. 
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Figure 6.9. Configuration 20 ^s after detonation with no explosive confinement. 
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As discussed earlier, the confinement m the shock-recovery experiments was 

provided by tiie sand and naval gun barrel, hicluding the sand and gun barrel m the 

computer simulations would have required a very large mesh. The memory and 

computer speed needed by a mesh of tiie size required exceeded the capabilities of the 

computer resources that were available to perform the simulations. For this reason tiie 

explosive confinement was modeled with a solid brass shell. The degree of confinement 

provided by tiie explosive can be controlled by the tiiickness of tiie brass shell used m the 

simulation. In order to find the thickness that gave the best agreement with experunent, 

several simulations were run. 

The first thickness tried was 1.9 centimeters. This corresponds to the thickness of 

brass shell used in the shock-recovery experiments to hold the detonators in place. 

Figure 6.10 shows the configuration of this simulation 10 microseconds after detonation. 

This time corresponds roughly to the point of maximum expansion for the steel sphere. 

From this point the sphere begins to collapse upon itself Figure 6.11 shows the 

simulation 25 microseconds after detonation. At this point the hole at the center of the 

sphere has completely closed. The configuration 100 microseconds after detonation is 

shown in Figure 6.12. As this figure demonsfrates, after the hole collapses, it reopens 

and expands to its final diameter. 

A simulation was run with a thickness of 1.44 centimeters for the brass shell. 

Figure 6.13 shows the configuration of this simulation 10 microseconds after detonation. 

This is approximately the point of maximum expansion for the steel sphere in this 

simulation. The configuration of this simulation 25 microseconds after detonation is 

shown in Figure 6.14. Unlike the simulation with a 1.9 centimeter thick brass shell, the 
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hole in tiie steel sphere has not completely closed at this point. The fmal configuration of 

this simulation is shown in Figure 6.15. In this simulation, the hole never completely 

closes. 
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Time=1.00317x10-^ 

Figure 6.10. Configuration 10 [as after detonation vsdth 1.9 cm thick brass shell. 
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Figure 6.11. Configuration 25 îs after detonation with 1.9 cm thick brass shell. 
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Figure 6.12. Configuration 100 îs after detonation witii 1.9 cm tiiick brass shell. 
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Figure 6.14. Configuration 25 ^s after detonation with 1.44 cm thick brass shell. 
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Figure 6.15. Configuration 100 \is after detonation wdth 1.44 cm thick brass shell. 
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Comparing Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.15 with Figure 5.1 reveals that both of these 

simulations agree reasonably well with experiment. As tiiese two simulations 

demonstrate, there are two possible ways for the steel sphere to arrive at its final 

configuration. One way is for the hole to open, completely close, and then reopen to its 

final diameter. The other way is for the hole to open, expand, and then contract to its 

final diameter. The path the sphere takes to arrive at hs final configuration depends on 

the amount of explosive confinement. Because there is no way to quantify the amount of 

confinement provided by the sand and gun barrel in the shock-recovery experiments, it is 

impossible to determine which path the steel sphere actually took to arrive at its final 

shape. 

The amount of explosive confinement effects the pressure and temperature the 

sample experiences during shock loading. Figure 6.16 shows the pressure and 

temperature history for the simulation with a 1.9 centimeter thick brass shell. Figure 6.17 

gives the pressure and temperature history with a 1.44 centimeter thick brass shell. The 

data was taken at the center of the sphere. Examination of these figures reveals that a 

shock wave with a magnitude of about 1.35 TPa is created in the sphere. The thickness 

of the brass shell apparently does not affect the magnitude of the initial shock wave. 

However, comparison of these two figures reveals that a secondary shock wave is created 

in the simulation using a 1.9 centimeter thick brass shell. This shock wave, created about 

22 microseconds after detonation, is caused by the collapse of the hole at the center of the 

steel sphere. The second shock wave acts to increase the temperature above the level of 

increase caused by the first shock wave. 
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If this second shock wave was actually produced in the shock-recovery 

experiment, h is an undesfrable effect. Because of the changes in microstmcture and 

other material properties the second shock wave would cause, the effects of the initial 

shock wave on those properties would be masked. 
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Figure 6.16. Pressure and temperature with 1.9 cm thick brass shell. 
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Figure 6.17. Pressure and temperature with 1.44 cm thick brass shell. 
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6.4 Fracture Sfress Effects 

The fracture sfress specified for the steel also affects the final shape of the sphere. 

The fracture sfress is a user defined value in CTH that determines when the material fails. 

For the simulations presented to this point, a fracture sfress of 0.7 GPa was used for the 

steel. Figure 6.18 shows the final configuration for a simulation in which a 
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Figure 6.18. Configuration 100 îs after detonation for a simulation with a fracture sfress 
of 1 GPa for the steel sphere. 
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fracture stress of 1 GPa was used for the steel sphere. The brass shell in tiiis simulation 

had a tiiickness of 2.14 centimeters. The simulation presented m Figure 6.3 also used a 

tiiickness of 2.14 centimeters for tiie brass shell. However, a fracture stress of 0.7 GPa 

was used for the steel sphere. Comparing these two figures reveals that the hole in the 

sphere is slightly larger for tiie simulation with tiie lower fracture sfress. Comparing 

Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.12 with Figure 5.1 demonsfrates that there are many 

combinations of brass shell thickness and steel sphere fracture stress that give reasonable 

resuhs. These results are reflective of the complementary roles explosive confinement 

and material sfrength play in maintaining sample integrity. 

As these simulations demonstrate, CTH accurately predicted the need for 

explosive confinement for full recovery of the samples. Fortunately, the tiiickness of the 

brass shell and the magnitude of the fracture sfress used of the steel sphere have little 

effect on the magnitude of the initial shock wave as predicted by CTH. Unfortunately, 

there is no way to resolve whether or not a secondary shock wave forms with two-

dimensional simulations. 

6.5 Steel Sphere Simulation 

One of the objectives for the CTH simulations was to estimate the pressure and 

temperature produced in the steel sphere by the shock loading process. For this purpose, 

the simulation using a 1.44 centimeter thick brass shell was used. The pressure and 

temperature profile at the center of the sphere was presented in Figure 6.17. According 

to this simulation, the pressure reaches a peak of about 1.35 TPa in the shock front. The 

temperature rises to about 5000 degrees Kelvin. Figure 6.19, Figure 6.20, and 
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Figure 6.21 give the pressure and temperature at various distances along a line making a 

22.5 degree angle with the horizontal axis. The coordinate system referenced in these 

figures is shovm in Figure 6.15. Two of tiie detonation fronts meet along this line. For 

this reason, the pressure should be the highest found at this radius. Figure 6.22, Figure 

6.23, and Figure 6.24 show the pressure and temperature at various locations along the 

horizontal axis. Examination of Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.22 reveals that the shock 

pressure exceeds 350 GPa at a distance of 0.25 centimeters from the center of the sphere. 

The temperature rises to about 1800 degrees Kelvin behind the shock front at this radius. 

Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.23 show that the pressure in the shock front reaches ahnost 

130 GPa 0.5 centimeters from the center of the sphere. The temperature at this radius 

exceeds 1250 degrees Kelvin. Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.24 are history fracer records taken 

1.0 centimeter from the center of the sphere. Inspection of these figures shows that the 

pressure in the shock front is over 55 GPa at this radius while the temperature behind the 

shock front is above 700 degrees Kelvin. These figures demonsfrate that as the shock 

wave converges toward the center of the sphere, the pressure and temperature increase. 

This occurs because the energy in the shock wave is compressed into a smaller volume as 

the shock wave moves toward the center of the sphere. 
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Figure 6.19. Pressure and temperature in the steel sphere at 0.23 cm, 0.1 cm. 
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Figure 6.20. Pressure and temperature in the steel sphere at 0.46 cm, 0.19 cm. 
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Figure 6.21. Pressure and temperature in the steel sphere at 0.92 cm, 0.38 cm. 
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6.6 Nickel-Buckevball Simulation 

CTH was also used to estimate the temperature and pressure experienced by the 

nickel-buckeyball samples during shock loading. Figure 6.25 shows the initial 

configuration for this simulation. Because no model was available for the mixture of 

nickel powder and buckeyballs, tiie sample was modeled as graphite. A spherical sample 

of graphite with a 0.5 centimeter diameter was surrounded by a one inch diameter steel 

containment vessel. The steel containment vessel was encased in a 1.59 centimeter thick 

layer of PBX-9501 which was then placed inside a 1.44 centimeter thick brass shell. 

Figure 6.26 shows the final configuration of the shock-recovery system. To reach this 

configuration, the sample and containment vessel compress, expand to a maximum 

diameter, and then shrink to the diameter shown. 

The pressure and temperature at the center of the sample are presented in 

Figure 6.27. This figure indicates that the pressure in the shock wave reaches 300 GPa at 

this point. The temperature reaches about 2000 degrees Kelvin behind the last shock 

wave. Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29 show the pressure and temperature at two points in 

the graphite sample, both 0.25 centimeters from the center. As these figures show, the 

shock pressure is at least 300 GPa at this distance from the center of the sample and the 

temperature is above 2000 degrees Kelvin. 

It should be remembered that the material used in the shock-recovery experiments 

was a mixture of nickel powder and buckeyballs, not graphite. Because of the energy 

absorbed by the powder compaction process, the CTH simulation probably overestimates 

the pressure in the sample. Because of the fiictional heating caused by powder particles 

rabbing against each other during shock loading, the CTH simulation undoubtedly 
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underestimates the temperature reached by the samples during shock loading. For these 

reasons, the results of the CTH simulations involving powder samples can only be 

considered rough estimates of the actual experiments. 
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Figure 6.25. Initial configuration for Ni-Ceo simulation. 
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6.7 Powder Compaction Simulation 

The shock-recovery system used for the powder compaction experiments was also 

simulated using CTH. The initial configuration for this simulation is shown in 

Figure 6.30. A steel sphere with a 1.12 centimeter diameter was placed inside a 1.5 

millimeter thick layer of graphite. The graphite was then surrounded by a 1.23 

centimeter thick steel shell which was then placed inside a 1.24 centimeter thick layer of 

PBX-9501. This assembly was then encased in a 1.45 centimeter thick brass shell. The 

final configuration for this simulation is displayed in Figure 6.31. This simulation 

predicts that a hole will form at the center of the steel sphere. To reach its final 

configuration, the hole opens and then grows to its final diameter. Unlike the simulations 

of the shock loaded sphere, the sphere in this simulation never contracts. Its outward 

expansion slows and then stops but is never reversed. This is because the magnitude of 

the shock wave experienced by this sphere is much lower than the magnitude of the 

shock wave felt by the sphere in the earlier simulations. It is interesting to note that the 

simulation predicts that the sample will form a layer on the inside of the steel shell. The 

reason the sample separates at the interface with the steel sphere and not at the interface 

with the steel shell is that the tensile sfresses created by the release wave are higher next 

to the sphere. 

Figure 6.32 and Figure 6.33 show the pressure and temperature at two different 

points in the graphite sample, hispection of Figure 6.32 reveals that the pressure reaches 

about 27 GPa at this point and the temperature rises to over 550 degrees Kelvin. 

Figure 6.33 shows that the shock wave at this point has a magnitude of about 34 GPa. 

The temperature reaches about 425 degrees Kelvin behind the shock front at tiiis point. 
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The two points are both 0.6 centimeters from the center of the sphere. However there is a 

significant difference in the magnitude of the shock wave. This difference is a resuh of 

the interacting detonation fronts. It should be noted that the temperature shown in Figure 

6.33 becomes negative between four and five microseconds after detonation while the 

material is still under compression. This problem is most likely the result of energy 

conservation errors in the simulation. 
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Figure 6.30. hiitial configuration for powder compaction simulation. 
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Figure 6.31. Final configuration for powder compaction simulation. 
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6.8 Joint Effects 

In the two previous simulations, the joints in the containment vessels were not 

modeled. The containment vessel used m tiie nickel-buckeyball experiments contained a 

plug to allow for insertion of the sample. The containment vessel used in the powder 

compaction experiments was made in two pieces connected with a threaded joint. One of 

the pieces formed a cap that, when threaded into place, created a spherical shell around 

tiie sample. CTH was used to test the effects of these jomts. The initial configuration for 

the simulation of the nickel-buckeyball system is shown in Figure 6.34. Figure 6.35 

shows the starting configuration for the simulation of the system used for the powder 

compaction experiments. To model the interface between the components of the 

confinement vessels, the fracture sfress in cells containing the joint was set to about one 

thfrd the value of the fracture sfress in cells containing only one material. This allowed 

the joint to fail at a much lower stress than the surrounding material. The final 

configuration for the simulation containing the plug can be seen in Figure 6.36. As this 

figure demonsfrates, CTH predicts that confinement will be maintained for this 

experiment. Figure 6.37 shows the final configuration for the simulation of the shock-

recovery system used for the powder compaction experiments. This figure shows that 

confinement is maintained with this shock-recovery system as well. 
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Figure 6.34. Initial configuration for simulation of shock-recovery system with the plug. 
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Figure 6.35. Initial configuration for the simulation of the shock-recovery system with 
threaded joints. 
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Figure 6.36. Final configuration for simulation of shock-recovery system with the plug. 
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Figure 6.37. Final configuration for the simulation of the shock-recovery system with 
threaded joints. 
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6.9 Three-Dimensional Simulation 

A simulation of tiie experiment involving shock loading a solid steel sphere was 

performed using a three-dimensional rectangular mesh. Three planes of symmetry were 

used to only model one eighth of tiie total problem, ft should be noted tiiat there were 

only two planes of symmetiy m the setup used to perform the experiments. The plane of 

symmetry infroduced m the x-z plane at y = 0 does not exist because the brass shells used 

to hold the detonators are rotated 90 degrees wdtii respect to each otiier. This additional 

plane of symmetry was introduced to reduce the problem size to a manageable level. The 

simulation was performed in a 5 centimeter cube with 100 cells in each direction. The 

initi£il configuration for the simulation is shown in Figure 6.38. This figure £ind all 

subsequent figures showing this simulation are displays of the x-y plane at z = 0. 

To model the explosive, a history variable reactive bum model was used. This 

model uses a pressure dependent rate law to combine a Mie-Gruneisen equation of state 

for the unreacted explosive and a SESAME tabular equation of state for the detonation 

products. For the steel sphere, a SESAME tabular equation of state for fron was used. A 

Mie-Gruneisen equation of state was used for the brass shell. The Steinberg-Guinan-

Lund sfrength model for 304 stainless steel was used for the steel sphere while the 

Johnson-Cook sfrength model for brass was used to model the brass shell. 

In order to initiate detonation small steel flyer plates traveling at 1.5 kilometers 

per second were used. The flyer plates were deleted from the problem shortly after 

detonation was initiated. This allowed the detonation products to jet out of the holes in 

the brass shell. The velocity of the flyers was adjusted so that the explosive in the 
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detonators was close to tiie C-J conditions when the detonation front in the detonators 

reached the explosive shell. 

Figure 6.39 shows the configuration of the sunulation 15 microseconds after 

detonation. This figure highlights some of the limitations of the models in CTH. This 

figure shows the brass being entrained with the explosive as it travels out of the detonator 

holes. This brass acts to partially plug the holes, keeping the pressure in the explosive 

unrealistically high. In reality, the brass in this experiment fragmented, contributing little 
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Figure 6.38. Initial configuration for three-dimensional simulation. 
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to explosive confinement beyond a few microseconds after detonation, ft is also likely 

that the sphere had begun to fail at this point in the shock-recovery experiment. These 

problems are probably caused by the strength models beuig extended outside then range 

of validity as well as the limited nature of the damage model used in this simulation. 

The final configuration for this simulation can be seen in Figure 6.40. Because 

the confinement provided by the sand and gun barrel were not included in this simulation. 
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Figure 6.39. Configuration of three-dunensional simulation 15 us after detonation. 
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the steel sphere should have fragmented. However, as this figure demonsfrates, the 

simulation predicts the full recovery of the sphere with only the explosive confmement 

provided by tiie brass shell. Although most of the brass shell has moved out of the mesh 

at this point, it can be seen that the section still in the mesh still has not failed at this point 

as h probably did in reality. This unrealistic handling of the brass shell by CTH was 

probably the biggest factor in the failure of the steel sphere not being predicted. 
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Figure 6.40. Configuration of tiiree-dhnensional sunulation 50 |xs after detonation. 
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Figure 6.41 gives the pressure and temperature history at a point near the center of 

the steel sphere. As tiiis figure demonsfrates, tiie pressure exceeded 500 GPa and the 

temperature reached almost 5000 degrees Kelvin in the shock wave. Figure 6.42 shows 

the pressure and temperature history at a point 5 centimeters from the center of tiie 

sphere. The two shock waves seen here are tiie resuh of the interacting detonation fronts. 
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Figure 6.41. Pressure and temperature near the center of the steel sphere in the 
three-dimensional simulation. 
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The maximum pressure reached at this point was about 190 GPa and the maximum 

temperature was about 2800 degrees Kelvin. Figure 6.43 gives the temperature and 

pressure history at a point 1 centimeter from the center of the steel sphere. The 

maximum pressure reached at this point was about 125 GPa while the maxunum 

temperature was about 1400 degrees Kelvin. It should be remembered that the pressure 

and temperature experienced at a point depends not only on its distance from the center 
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Figure 6.42. Pressure and temperature 0.5 cm from the center of the sphere in the 
three-dimensional simulation. 
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of tiie sphere but its position relative to the detonators. For example, tiie values of 

maxunum pressure for three points, all 1 centimeter from the center of the sphere, ranged 

from 97 to 125 GPa. The maximum pressure for three pomts 0.5 centimeters from the 

center of tiie sphere ranged from 150 to 190 GPa. 
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Figure 6.43. Pressure and temperature 1 cm from the center of the sphere in the 
three-dimensional simulation. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A spherical shock-recovery system has been designed that is capable of producing 

previously unattainable pressures m a fiiUy recoverable sample, ft has been demonstrated 

tiiat this system can be used to shock load a solid steel sphere to several hundred 

gigapascals and recover ft intact for post-shock analysis. The shock loading produced a 

large void at the center of the one mch diameter sphere and a highly unusual porous 

microstracture in tiie vicmity of the sphere that apparently has never been seen before. 

The shock loading process also produced a hole at the center of the 1.5 inch diameter 

steel sphere. The shock loaded 1.5 inch diameter sample exhibited extensive cracking 

and shear banding. 

The shock-recovery system was used to shock load several powder samples. 

These samples were also recovered fully intact for analysis. The nickel-carbon alloys 

produced in this series of experiments exhibited unusually high hardness values. It is 

likely that these samples contain some amount of nickel carbide. While the powder 

experiments performed in this research effort were limited to combinations of nickel 

powder and buckeyballs, there is no reason this system could not be used to compact any 

powder sample. For this reason, this shock-recovery system could be used to produce 

previously unknown materials by shock loading powder mixtures to very high pressures. 

The shock-recovery system was modified and used in an attempt to investigate the 

bonding processes between thin powder layers and steel spheres. While the samples used 

in these experiments were not recovered intact, analysis of the pieces that were recovered 
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provided valuable information. These experiments failed because the welds used to seal 

tiie seam between tiie two pieces of the steel containment vessel were madequate. 

Examination of the recovered pieces revealed tiiat tiie explosive gases jetted mto the 

contamment vessel, causing ft to fail. With sUght modification, this design could be 

made to work, ft is possible tiiat by sunply increasing the tiiickness and deptii of the 

weld, confinement could be maintained. The design used for the nickel-buckeyball 

compaction experiments could also be scaled up to accommodate a small sphere and thin 

powder layer. Although this would make placmg the powder layer difficult, it would not 

be impossible. 

Several interesting modifications of the shock-recovery system used in this 

research are possible. A very thin steel shell could be placed around the steel sphere. 

During the shock loading process the steel shell would act as a spall plate, essentially 

removing the tensile loading from the steel sphere. It is possible that this would allow the 

sphere to be recovered intact without explosive confinement. 

Another modification would be to surround a solid sphere with a shell of material 

having a different shock impedance. This would allow the pulse width of the shock wave 

to be tuned, providing a means of studying the effects of pulse width on the material in 

the sphere. 

One of the key limitations of the shock-recovery system presented in this work is 

that there is no way to directly measure the pressure and temperature experienced by the 

samples during shock loading. Hydrocode simulations must be used to estimate these 

quantities. Because the conditions reached near the center of the samples are well 

beyond the point where current equations of state have been validated, the hydrocode 
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simulations can only be considered rough estimates of the actual conditions. An 

interesting modification to the shock recovery system would be to simply cut it in half. 

Instead of shock loading a sphere, a hemispherical shell would be shock loaded. This 

would expose the center of convergence of the shock waves allowing VISAR data to be 

taken on the exposed surface of the hemispherical shell. By performing several 

experiments, varying the inner radius of the shell each time, particle velocities at different 

levels of convergence could be obtained. This mformation would be useftil in developing 

an equation of state that is accurate at very high pressure. 
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